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The latest H-Net This Week is hot off the presses! H-Net This Week highlights network discussions and original content across the H-Net Commons. The latest edition for the week of July 21 - 27, 2017, includes links to:

The newest editions to the H-Net Council
H-AfrArts shares sources on photography and archives in Africa
The Stalin Poster of the Week blog from H-SHERA
H-Migration shares Migratory Notes
H-War's discussion on July's Hand Grenade of the Month
An essay on graduate education from H-Grad
H-Nahuatl's discussion on te- & tla- in Patientive verbs

& lots more publications, roundups, teaching resources, discussions, reviews, queries, and remembrances from H-Net's 180+ networks.
Find the latest H-Net This Week on the Commons front page. Past roundups can be accessed in the H-Net This Week archive.
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